AUTONOMOUS
THREAT
SWEEPER
Air Cover for Your Security Operations

40hrs

80hrs

Did you know that the average
security team at a mid-sized
company spends anywhere from
40 to 80 hours chasing more
than 30 newly discovered
threats every month*,
many of which were present on
corporate networks anywhere
from days to months?

That’s where cyber rapid response comes into play.
Securonix Autonomous Threat Sweeper (ATS) combines the best
of all worlds — human analyst-driven threat intelligence curation,
threat hunting, and detection engineering together with automated
post-hoc detection.

HERE IS HOW
IT WORKS 1

The Securonix Threat Labs team
provides air cover for your SOC
by staying on the forefront of
threat research.
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They use the latest
threat research to
extract IOCs and
analyze/codify TTPs
to develop detection
content.
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ATS compiles
threat findings into
reports, automatically
creates incidents when a
threat is detected, and sends
alerts to the appropriate
stakeholders.

ATS uses these queries to
automatically sweep through
vast amounts of historical
event data in your security
data lake.

CYBER RAPID RESPONSE
ATS acts as your own dedicated cyber rapid response team, slashing the
time and resources needed to track and eliminate new and emerging
threats by 50 percent or more*. This allows your security team to focus
their investigative resources on the threats that matter most.
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On average per month
33 Newly discovered threats
1220 IOCs swept
4 Weekly reports generated
Total 40–80 Manhours saved
*Data gathered by Securonix Threat Labs

ATS is empowering SOC teams to stop more threats with less manpower.
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About Securonix
Securonix is redefining SIEM for today’s hybrid cloud, data-driven enterprise. Built on big data architecture, Securonix
delivers SIEM, UEBA, XDR, SOAR, Security Data Lake, NDR, and vertical-specific applications as a pure SaaS solution with
unlimited scalability and no infrastructure cost. Securonix reduces noise and prioritizes high fidelity alerts with
behavioral analytics technology that pioneered the UEBA category.
For more information about Securonix, schedule a demo at: www.securonix.com/request-a-demo.
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